
AssertJ
Standing on its own



Motivation

● Seeing a confusion of JUnit, hamcrest, fest.
○ JUnit is very simplistic
○ fest looks to be abandonware
○ hamcrest is stagnant and ugly (IMHO)



Why AssertJ?

● Still actively maintained
● Near complete superset of functionality
● Well designed

○ Easy to get started in
○ Easy to enhance
○ Easy to read



Basic Use

● Assertions.assertThat() type specific factory 
methods

● AbstractAssert type specific assertions
● Fluent API
● Good use of polymorphism 



Basic Use: Example

@Test
public void shouldProvideAnExample() {
    String actual = "This is a test";
    assertThat(actual).contains("is")

.startsWith("This");
    String[] actualArray = new String[]
               {"This", "is", "a", "test"};
    assertThat(actualArray).contains("is")

.startsWith("This");
}

● assertThat factory yields String or Array assert as needed
● contains and startsWith polymorphic 
● fluent style i.e. .contains().startsWith()



Custom Condition

● Custom conditions allow for more elaborate 
tests

● Can be applied to types that already have a 
custom assertion in straight forward way



Custom Condition: Example
@Test 
public void shouldBeEvenlyDivisibleBySix() { 
    Condition<Integer> evenDivBySix = new 
Condition<Integer>() { 
        @Override 
        public boolean matches(Integer value) { 
            return (value % 6) == 0; 
        } 
    }; 
    assertThat(12).is(evenDivBySix); 
    assertThat(8).isNot(evenDivBySix); 
}

● Implement a basic Condition functor
● Use your condition with is and isNot method 



Custom Assertion

● Sometimes you’ve your own types with corresponding 
common assertions you’d like to apply to them. Perhaps 
you want to know if aStudent instance 
isInMiddleSchool?

1. Subclass AbstractAssert for Student and implement a 
isInMiddleSchool.

2. Subclass Assertions adding a new assertThat factory 
method for your StudentAssert you created.

3. Use your new factory and assertions as you’d always (i.
e. assertThat(student).isInMiddleSchool())



Rough Edges

● Hamcrest’s a bean accessor getProperty() 
○ Can get this feature elsewhere
○ Can replace with custom Conditions

● JUnit and some mocking frameworks include 
hamcrest as a solutions to some very 
specific problems
○ Just keep using it in the rare cases where these 

frameworks demand


